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Australian Open 2021 advertising campaign.  
The Australian Open is a tennis tournament held annually in Melbourne. 

For the 2021 season, the creative team faced their biggest challenge 
launching the event. Part of the role was to support the creative team and 

roll out the campaign across multiple platforms including print & digital 
OOH, social media, events and corporate documents.

AO2021 CAMPAIGN
design roll-out - finished artist



AO2021 CAMPAIGN







FUEGO CONDOMS

Self-initiated brief. Based in New York, United States.  
Our aim is to dispel and rethink how women perceive condoms. The 

current market is saturated with stagnant brands that are targeted at 
heterosexual men. We believe there is room for women to be in control 

of their sexuality, their relationships and their sexual health. Fuego is 
here to disrupt the condom market.

branding - packaging - advertising - merchandise



Photography community based in Sydney, NSW.  
Established in 2017. The film photography community in Sydney  

was non-existent, so the aim was to create a group where anyone  
and everyone was welcome to come along on monthly photo walks 

around NSW to learn and make new friends. It has now grown to  
over 800 followers and counting. 

 
www.instagram.com/pa_sydney

PA SYDNEY
branding - illustration - mag layout - social media - merchandise



Go out with us APN Outdoor media summer campaign.  
As the summer season was about to commence, APN Outdoor were 

taking full advantage of this to create a fun and playful sales campaign. 
This was aimed at media buyers and agencies to promote the sales  

of their outdoor media platforms. 

APN OUTDOOR
web - digital - powepoint presentation

Go out
with us

Go out
with us



neutral.love brand identity.  
Established in 2017, neutral.love believes it should be easier to  
talk about sex and relationship stuff. It is a place were there is  

no judgement, and content is for all. neutral.love wants all  
genders to feel encouraged, and inspired by their content.

NEUTRAL.LOVE
branding - illustration - web - packaging
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